“What we keep in memory is ours unchanged forever”
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CARVING EXAMPLES

CERAMIC 01

CERAMIC 02

CERAMIC 03

CERAMIC 04

We specialise in supplying high quality design work. All
designs are interchangable between stones. We can create
bespoke designs according to any individual requirements.
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ISLE OF SKYE
MEMORIALS
Isle of Skye Memorials is a family run business which
originated in the Outer Hebrides is one of the last fully
independent Headstone manufacturers, supplying all of
Scotland with high quality Headstones, Plaques, Markers,
Vases and accessories
We offer assistance and advice where necessary and will
endeavour to carry out any special requests. We appreciate
this can be a very emotional time and therefore offer a
sympathetic and personal service which we hope will help
to ensure that a fitting tribute is made for your loved one.
Please take your time to browse through the selection of
memorials shown, you can contact us at any time for help or
advice, by calling us on 01478 623180 or 01478 612798
or by emailing us at: enquiries@isleofskyememorials.co.uk.

HEADSTONE MATERIALS
Anything from the material and shape of the stone to inscriptions and letters
can be made to suit your requirements. If you have any specific memorial
requirements please contact us with any questions you may have.

Black Granite

Royal Red Granite

Emerald Pearl Granite

Blue Pearl Granite

White Carrara Marble

Karin Grey Granite

Dark Grey Granite

––––
It is with a memorial that we validate one’s life.
It is within these pages that we hope to fulfil
all that is necessary to sustain your memories.

Yorkshire Sandstone
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Bahama Blue Granite

Caledonia Green Granite
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NM 1
NM 2

An all polished black granite heart shaped memorial, which
requires little in the way of maintenance. Shown with a
gilded line and eternity ring illustration.
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All Polished Black Granite Double Heart Memorial with an
Ornate Rose Etching Up the Centre and Scroll Effect at the
Bottom. A Wider Memorial Which Is Used For a Double
Lair. This Is One Of Our All Polished Range That Requires
Little In The Way Of Maintenance.
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NM 3

Traditional hand crafted memorial shown in black granite
with deep hand carved Celtic knot work. The edges have a
rustic finish and the face is polished with a rustic margin.

NM 4

NM 5
NM 6

With a sanded finish to the front surround edges of the
head and the base, this is an otherwise all polished Dark
Grey Granite.

This square edges memorial in dark grey granite has a
polished face with sanded edges. It displays an example
of a carved robin.

Hand carved thistle on premium vizag blue stone.
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NM 7

NM 8

A gothic shaped memorial in dark grey granite. This stone
has a polished face with sanded edges. Shown with deep
hand carved celtic knot work.
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This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range,
which requires little in the way of maintenance. Due to the
simple and plain nature of this headstone this is an extremely
popular choice.
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NM 9

This is a new memorial to our range which has a polished
rope edge surround, giving a simple but stylish finish to this
all polished black granite headstone.

NM 10

This memorial in Caledonian Green granite requires little
in the way of maintenance with an all polished finish.
The polished chamfer across the top and down the sides
enhances the shape of this already distinguished memorial,
which also shows a gilded cross design.

NM 11
NM 12

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance. The
versatility of this range means a more personal tribute can
be made and a choice of ornamental etchings and carvings
are available to suit. The design show here is of a carved
gilded cross entwined with a red rose.
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A simple but traditional memorial shown in dark grey
granite with rustic edges on both the headstone and the
base, with a polished finish to the face of the headstone
and the top of the base.
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NM 13
NM 14

NM15

A traditional hand crafted rustic memorial in Light Grey
Granite. Raised front panel with rustic edges.
This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range,
which requires little in the way of maintenance. Due to the
simple and plain nature of this headstone this is an extremely
popular choice. Seen here with a carved thistle design.
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A traditional hand crafted rustic memorial in
Royal Red Granite.

NM 16

A Dark Grey Granite stone with a raised panel on the front
with rustic edges. The front panel also has a rustic margin.

NM 17
NM 18

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range,
which requires little in the way of maintenance. A polished
chamfer across the top and down the barrel sides enhances
the shape of this headstone.
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All polished bench available in black or grey.
Can be manufactured to size.
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NM 19
NM 20

This Memorial Would Be Ideal For A Music Lover. Finished
Off With Silver Or Gold Detail And Cut With A Splayed
or Block Base, The Upright Guitar Provides Space For 2
or 3 Inscriptions
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This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range,
which requires little in the way of maintenance. Due to the
simple and plain nature of this headstone this is an extremely
popular choice. Seen here with a carved landscape design.
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NM 21

A traditional hand crafted memorial in light grey granite
with a polished face shown here with deep carved Celtic
knot work.

NM 23
NM 22

Styled as a book, this memorial shows the spine in
Bahama Blue and the rest in Black Granite. This is an
all polished stone which requires little in the way of
maintenance and is very pleasing to the eye.

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance.
The versatility of this range means a more personal tribute
can be made and a wide choice of ornamental etchings
and carvings are available to suit. A design of an accordian
is shown in this example.
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NM 24

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance.
The versatility of this range means a more personal
tribute can be made and a wide choice of ornamental
etchings and carvings are available to suit. With red roses
in the top corners and a gilded border around the stone
shows a slightly different style of design. The kerb sets
shown are also optional.
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NM 25
NM 27
NM 26

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance.
A wider than average memorial, this would normally be
placed over two lairs.
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A rustic edged memorial with a curved top shown in black
granite. The polished face has a simple cross entwined with
an etched outline of a rose.

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range,
which requires little in the way of maintenance. Due to the
simple and plain nature of this headstone this is an extremely
popular choice.

NM 28

All Polished Black Granite Memorial With Celtic Cross To
The Left Making This Very Detailed And Distinctive Both
With Regards To The Shape

NM 29

A substantial memorial in black granite with polished face
and rustic edges. The base has a polished top and polished
front panel witch can be used for a family name.
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NM 30

Bahama Blue Granite Temple With Columns Shown
with Optional Kerb Set.
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NM 31
NM 32

Black granite book memorial with carved cord and tassel,
and carved rose designs on either side. There is also a
rectangular vase on the centre of the base.

Memorial in White Carrara Marble with beautiful
carved leaf design at the top.
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NM 33

Light Grey Granite square edged rustic memorial with
checks at the top corners. The face and top of the base
have a polished finish.

NM 34

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance. The
versatility of this range means a more personal tribute can
be made and a wide variety of carvings are available to suit.
A polished chamfer across the sloping top and down the
barrel sides enhances the shape of this headstone.

NM 35
NM 36

A beautifully shaped memorial with a polished groove
running round the outside of the headstone and two hearts
at the top. With an all polished finish this headstone requires
little in the way of maintenance. The Bahama Blue granite
makes this a very unusual and distinctive headstone.
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A slightly smaller light grey granite headstone with a polished
face and sanded edges. There is a subtle curve to the top of
the memorial which keeps it simple but pleasing to the eye.
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NM39
NM 37

NM 38

This memorial in Bahama Blue granite has a raised front
panel with rustic edges. This memorial is a classic design and
with the Bahama blue granite it is a very eye catching stone.
A traditional hand crafted memorial in light grey granite with
a polished face and rustic edge shown here with deep carved
Celtic knot work.
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Large striking memorial in Royal Red Granite, with an all
polished finish that requires little in the way of maintenance.
The polished chamfer across the top and down the sides
enhances the shape of this memorial.

NM40

NM41
NM42

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance. The
versatility of this range means a more personal tribute can
be made and a wide variety of ornamental carvings available
to suit. A polished chamfer across the sloping top and down
the barrel sides enhances the shape of this headstone.

All polished Caledonian Green Granite memorial with
prominent Celtic cross to the left making this very distinctive
both with regards to the shape and also the colour. This
memorial requires little in the way of maintenance.

This is a Bow top memorial with splayed edges.
Pictured in Light Grey Granite.
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NM44

NM43

This is a unique shaped memorial. Pictured in Bahama Blue granite with a lovely deep carved
rose design at the top of the stone which really makes this stone stand out from others.
A larger memorial hand crafted in a traditional style. This is a double width memorial in
dark grey granite. The edges have a rustic finish and the face is polished with a rustic margin.
Deep hand carved celtic knot work is shown at the top.
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NM46

NM45

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range, which requires little in the way
of maintenance. The versatility of this range means a more personal tribute can be made and
a wide choice of ornamental etchings and carvings are available to suit. This example shows a
dove of peace at the top centre.

Polished black granite with a traditional hand crafted Celtic cross in Light Grey Granite
with deep carved celtic knot work.
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NMC1
NMC2

A teddy shaped memorial in Dark Grey Granite, with
teddy features etched onto the stone. The headstone has
a polished face and rustic edges, with the base having a
polished top and rustic edges.
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Blue Pearl Granite memorial with a polished
finish to the headstone and base. The teddy
peeking out from behind the headstone is
carved from the same piece of granite.
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NMC3

This memorial is one of our all polished black granite range,
which requires little in the way of maintenance. This shows
etchings of a teddy sitting in the moon offering his paw to
his friend below.

NP03
NP01

NP02

All polished black granite desk style marker with optional flower
holder at the top ledge.

NP04

Light grey granite plaque with the back wedge incorporating
a flower holder. The plaque sits on its own base.

Black granite book marker with top ledge incorporating a
flower holder. The books pages are shaped and curved and
there is a carved cord and tassel down the centre of the pages.
Light grey granite all polished desk style marker with
optional flower holder at the top ledge.
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NP05
NP07

NP06

Black Granite, Rustic edge square shaped plaque.
Dark Grey Granite, Rustic Edge square shaped plaque.

NP08

Black All Polished Granite Memorial Wedge.
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Red Granite, Rustic edge square shape plaque.

NP09

Light Grey All Polished Granite Memorial Wedge.
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NP10

NP11

NP12

This curved plaque comes with a
hidden stand behind the plaque
which allows it to sit upright in front
of a bigger stone. Pictured in Light
Grey and Black Granite with Gold
Lettering this stone is perfect for one
name or additional information from
a bigger stone.
This is a Black Granite plaque memorial mounted on its own
stand. Pictured in Black Granite with silver lettering, perfect
for one name or to sit in front of other stones.

VASE 1
VASE 2

NP13

All polished black granite small vase.

Light Grey all polished granite cube vase.

A small book style memorial which is perfect for 2 names or
for a short verse in memory of someone. Pictured in Black
Granite with Silver text.
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JOHN G. CORSE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Funeral Home,
Old Scapa Road,
Kirkwall
t: 01856 876285
e: office@johncorsefunerals.co.uk
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